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Dear Parents and Carers

Baseline Assessments

We have facilitated Cognitive Ability Testing (CATS) and Reading Tests (NGRT) for all Year 7 students.
The outcomes are now available and will be published on the SIMS Parent App from today.  When
logging into the App please ensure you click on the third party service provider (e.g. Apple, Microsoft,
Google, Facebook) that you used when registering your account.

The CATS test enables us to gain an insight into each student’s potential across a range of subjects
and the Reading Tests test the ability of students to decode what they read and whether they can
comprehend and apply meaning. The outcomes of these ensure each child receives an appropriate
level of challenge across the curriculum.

To know what your child is studying at this current time, the curriculum section on the school website
is a useful source of information.

Cognitive Ability Testing (CATS)

There are four batteries of CAT4 that assess a student’s ability to reason with different kinds of
material and provide information that is highly valuable for both understanding students’ strengths
and diagnosing their learning needs.

What the four batteries assess:

● The Verbal Reasoning Battery assesses reasoning ability with words representing objects or
concepts. The tests in this battery do not focus on the physical properties of the words
themselves, such as the alphabetical position of their first letters.

● The Quantitative Reasoning Battery assesses reasoning with numbers, with the numbers
representing the relevant numerical concept, rather than being used for their physical
properties such as whether they consist of two digits or one.

● The Nonverbal Reasoning and Spatial Ability Batteries are somewhat different in that the
shapes themselves are the focus of the assessment rather than the shapes symbolising
something else.
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For each CAT4 test students obtain a raw score which indicates the number of questions they
answered correctly. These raw scores are interpreted by comparing them to the performance of
other students of the same chronological age group and are referred to as Standard Age Scores (SAS).
These are presented on a standardised score scale where the average for each age group is set to
100.

Standard Age Scores (SAS)

Very High 127 and above

Above Average 112-126

Average 89-111

Below Average 74-88

Very Low 73 and below

Reading Test (NGRT)

The Reading Test (NRGT) is in two parts:

● Sentence Completion:  measures decoding with some element of comprehension.
● Passage Comprehension: measures a range of comprehension skills of increasing difficulty.

It therefore tests not just the ability of students to decode what they read, but whether they also
comprehend and apply meaning.

It tells us the reading ages of students, so we can introduce extra challenge or interventions to
address problems before they impact on performance. This information helps  in planning curriculum
content at the right levels and helps to identify those who may have barriers to accessing the
curriculum.

We recognise that all tests have their limitations and that sometimes students  ‘have a bad day’,
therefore this information is used as a starting point for discussions with teaching staff and what is
being observed in the classroom.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch with Ms D. Hutchings, The Director
of Learning for Year 7.

Yours sincerely

Mr R Titley
Assistant Headteacher


